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De Novo Design of Foldable Proteins with
Smooth Folding Funnel: Automated Negative
Design and Experimental Verification
For short peptides, complete side chain packing may
be crucial to obtain a fixed three-dimensional structure
in solution. Indeed, Mayo’s success is largely due to
detailed optimization of the side chain packing with full
atom representation [9]. In natural proteins, however,
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Kobe University this rule may not be so rigorous. In particular, there
are many cavities in natural proteins, which often playRokkodai, Nada
Kobe 657-8501 important functional roles. Also, even if the hydrophobic
core is radically mutated so as to be more looselyJapan
packed, natural proteins can still acquire a native-like
state with reasonable stability [13–15]; for example, an
SH3 domain reduced to five types of amino acids stillSummary
possesses the native-like state [13]. Although optimized
side chain packing may be a useful way of designing aDe novo sequence design of foldable proteins pro-
vides a way of investigating principles of protein archi- foldable sequence, at least for a short peptide, this might
not be the strategy that natural proteins have been tak-tecture. We performed fully automated sequence de-
sign for a target structure having a three-helix bundle ing during evolution. In this paper, we take a route some-
what opposite to the strategy taken by Mayo and others.topology and synthesized the designed sequences.
Our design principle is different from the conventional We use a simplified protein model that we have been
developing for folding simulation [16, 17], where eachapproach, in that instead of optimizing interactions
within the target structure, we design the global shape side chain is represented as a sphere located near the
center of mass of the side chain. Thus, only minimalof the protein folding funnel. This includes automated
implementation of negative design by explicitly re- information regarding the side chain packing is included.
It is interesting to see whether this simple model canquiring higher free energy of the denatured state. The
designed sequences do not have significant similarity produce foldable sequences having a fixed three-dimen-
sional structure.to those of any natural proteins. The NMR and CD
spectroscopic data indicated that one designed se- Here we pay close attention to the global shape of
the energy landscape, whereas most of the recent com-quence has a well-defined three-dimensional struc-
ture as well as -helical content consistent with the puter-oriented design for real synthesis focuses on the
optimal interaction at the target structure. Because ther-target.
modynamic stability is the free energy difference be-
tween the native and denatured states, the denaturedIntroduction
state must not have lower free energy than the target
state, in addition to the optimal interaction at the targetUnderstanding the principles of protein architecture
serves as the basis of structural biology. We can learn structure. This aspect is often called negative design [2,
4, 18, 19], and is qualitatively taken into account at thefrom the database of all representative natural protein
architectures, whereas de novo protein design gives level of heuristic design [2, 8]. However, the size of con-
formational space grows exponentially with chain lengthan alternative route where we synthesize completely
artificial sequences and look into their similarities and and thus the negative design, which means any nonna-
tive structure has to have higher free energy than thatdifferences with natural sequences [1–6]. The latter trial-
and-error approach is intriguing in that we can test our of the target structure, becomes increasingly difficult by
the heuristic approach. To this end, we need an auto-understanding by synthesizing the designed sequence
in the laboratory. Although there has been remarkable mated implementation of negative design, which is at-
tained by designing the global shape of the energy land-success with designing helical bundles [7, 8], the exten-
sion to the full design of  sheet proteins or still more scape as presented in this paper.
In the last decade, the energy landscape perspectivecomplicated topologies is not straightforward. Although
fully automated designs of peptides with  sheets have has given us a deeper understanding of the physical
principles of protein folding [20]. Through natural evolu-recently succeeded in Mayo’s group and others [9–11],
these are currently limited to short peptides of30 resi- tion, proteins acquired foldability, which is in part ther-
modynamic stability and in part the ability to fold withindues long. For most computational work [9–12], the de-
sign principle is to optimize the interactions within the a reasonable amount of time. To satisfy these two re-
quirements, protein sequences have evolved to havetarget structure (an exception is in [10]; see also [4]). In
this paper, we point out that another aspect, designing a funnel-like global energy landscape, minimizing the
ruggedness on the slope of the funnel [20]. The de novothe global shape of the energy landscape, becomes
increasingly important, especially for designing larger design principle of foldable proteins should basically be
the same. This analogy was widely used for designingproteins.




Figure 1. Schematic View of the Design Tar-
get and the Computational Scheme
(A) Schematic diagram of the target structure,
taken from an albumin binding domain (PDB
ID code 1prb, where the N-terminal 6 residues
are dropped).
(B) The coarse-grained protein model used
for sequence design. Each amino acid is rep-
resented by three backbone united atoms
NH, CH, and CO, and one sphere for the side
chain (except Gly).
(C) The representative change in Z-score dur-
ing sequence design simulation. The vertical
axis is the Z-score and the horizontal axis is
the mutation step. The sequence temperature
Ts is set to 0.569 for the first 5,000 mutations,
and is cooled down to 0.199 for the next
30,000 mutations, and is set to zero for the
last 5,000 steps.
sequences in simple lattice protein models [21–23]. But -helical segments are 4–12, 20–28, and 32–45, where
the residues are numbered from 1 to 47 after cleavageno attempt so far has been made in the application of
these theories to de novo design of real peptides in the (see Experimental Procedure for more detail).
laboratory.
In this work, we first performed fully automated se- Design Principle
Our design principle relies on the energy landscape the-quence design that selects for a global energy land-
scape having a smooth funnel-like shape. The target ory [20]. Thermodynamically, natural proteins denature
above the denaturation temperature TF, whereas kinet-structure is a three-helix bundle architecture with 47
residues [24, 25]. A total of 20 sequences were designed ically, proteins are trapped to many misfolded states
below the glass transition temperature TG. Thus, for pro-and subjected to postdesign screening. After modeling
the full atomic side chains, we estimated cavity volume teins to be both thermodynamically stable and kinet-
ically accessible to the native state, the temperature Tand performed short-time molecular dynamics simula-
tions for the target structure. From these, we ranked has to be in the range of TF  T  TG. This temperature
range is maximized by the largest possible ratio TF/TG.them and chose four sequences for laboratory synthe-
sis. As judged by CD and NMR spectroscopy, out of Thus, good folder sequences should have a sufficiently
large ratio of TF/TG. Qualitatively, TF corresponds to thefour sequences synthesized, we found one native-like
designed protein with a well-defined three-dimensional slope of the funnel, whereas TG is proportional to the
ruggedness of the slope. In a simple model it was shownstructure and significant helices. This protein exhibited
a two-state and reversible folding-unfolding transition [27] that the ratio TF/TG is proportional to the ratio Z 
(EN  ED)/ED, where EN is the effective energy of theat 75C. The sequence does not have significant similar-
ity to those of any natural proteins and has an unusual native state, ED is the average energy of the dena-
tured state, and the ED is the standard deviation of theamino acid composition, in particular, nine Lys and no
Leu or Val out of 47 residues. We also found one se- denatured energy. Here, we note that as TF/TG increases,
the Z-score becomes more negative. In the context ofquence that has secondary but not tertiary structure, as
well as ones that are unstructured. Comparing the de- protein design, TF/TG and the Z-score are functions of
sequence. The design principle is to seek the sequencesign protocols used and the results of the postdesign
screening with experimental results, we learned which that maximizes the ratio TF/TG, or within a simple approx-
imation, minimizes the Z-score. Although in simple lat-strategy is suitable for successful design.
tice protein models the latter principle has been used
[21, 23], we show in a later section that the simpleResults and Discussion
Z-score criterion needs to be modified for designing
sequences for laboratory synthesis.Target Structure
We chose the protein G-related albumin binding domain For sequence design, we used a coarse-grained pro-
tein model that we have developed recently [16, 17].(Protein Data Bank ID code 1prb) [24, 25] as a structural
template. This has a three-helix bundle topology with The protein backbone is represented as three united
atoms NH, CH, and CO per amino acid, and each side53 residues, in which the N-terminal 6 residues are un-
structured. For simplicity, we cleaved the 6 residues and chain is simplified as a sphere located near the center
of mass of the side chain nonhydrogen atoms (see Fig-used 47 residues as the target structure for de novo
design (Figure 1A). By the standard DSSP criteria [26], ure 1B). Solvent effects are taken into account implicitly
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Figure 2. The Folding Energy Funnel for Designed Sequences
(A) The energy (in the vertical axis) and the Q-score (in the horizontal axis) of sampled data are plotted. Red dots are from the folding trajectories
of a sequence designed by the single Z-score ZT, while blue dots are those by the double Z-score, ZI 	 ZT. The red and blue curves are
averaged energies of data sampled both from folding and unfolding simulations with the sequences designed by ZT and ZI 	 ZT, respectively.
Red and blue horizontal bars labeled as Q  1 are the target energies of the corresponding sequences, while those with dashed bars
correspond to average energies at Q  0.99. Protein structures inserted are from a folding trajectory of a designed sequence with the double
Z-score (produced by the software MOLSCRIPT [45]).
(B) Cartoon of folding funnel realized by the single Z-score, ZT (red curve).
(C) Cartoon of folding funnel realized by the double Z-score, ZI 	 ZT (blue curve).
through hydrophobic interactions and context-depen- We seek sequences that minimize the Z-score or its
variant, which is explained in the next section. To dodent electrostatic interactions. The model energy func-
tion consists of several terms such as backbone torsion this, we used the standard simulated annealing method,
where the dynamical variable is sequence and the objec-potential, hydrogen bond interactions, hydrophobic in-
teractions, and effective free energy originating from tive function is Z-score; note that the Z-score is a func-
tion of sequence. Starting from a random sequence, weside chain entropy.
In the framework of the energy landscape theory, the randomly choose one site and mutate it with a randomly
chosen amino acid. The Z-scores before and after thenegative design is realized by using the Z-score, where
the numerator is the difference between the target en- mutation are computed and the Metropolis criteria de-
termine whether the mutation is to be accepted or re-ergy and the average energy of the denatured state
ensemble. Because the ensemble of the denatured jected: the acceptance probability is given as P(accept)
1 when Z  0; otherwise P(accept)  exp (Z/Ts),states is huge, estimating this average is the heart of
the computational work. With a small set of denatured where Z is the change in Z-score upon mutation and
Ts is the sequence temperature. The mutations wereensembles, we preliminarily designed sequences as de-
scribed below and performed folding simulations of the repeated 40,000 times, among which the sequence tem-
perature was 0.596 for the first 5,000 mutations, wassequences with the reduced model. Designed se-
quences do not approach the target when a too small slowly decreased up to 0.199 during the next 30,000
mutations, and was set to zero for the final 5,000 muta-denatured set is utilized in the design procedure. We
deposited sampled structures into the denatured en- tions (see Figure 1C for an example).
In the current numerical strategy, we need to makesemble and repeated sequence design. Iterating this
cycle three times, we obtained 1509 nonnative struc- a note of caution with regard to the denatured state
ensemble. We note that protein structures in the dena-tures that have a Q-score of less than 0.55. (Q-score is
a measure of structural similarity to the target; Q  1 tured ensemble are sampled, prior to the final sequence
design, by folding simulations of some fixed sequences.corresponds to the target structure, and a Q above0.6
corresponds to the right topology, whereas compact During the sequence design, we needed to relocate po-
sitions of the side chain spheres for the denatured en-disordered structures usually have a Q of 0.4. See
Experimental Procedures for more details.) semble because the sequences used for sampling the
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Figure 3. Representative Snapshots of a
Folding Trajectory with a Sequence Designed
by the Double-Z-score ZI 	 ZT Approach
The red and green residues indicate the N
and C termini, respectively. The blue residues
indicate strongly hydrophobic residues I, L,
F, V, and M and the yellow ones represent
mean Gly. Protein pictures were prepared
with the software MOLSCRIPT [45].
denatured ensemble and the sequence being designed 840 ns at 300K both from random structures and from
the target structures. In Figure 2A, red dots illustrateare different. This may induce collisions between relo-
cated side chain spheres. In principle, we can avoid characteristics of folding trajectories for the best folder
sequence among the three, where the vertical axis isthese collisions if we perform remodeling of the struc-
tures for each given sequence in the design procedure. the total energy E and the horizontal axis represents
the structural similarity to the target structure, Q-score.As, however, it would take incredible computer time, we
need some remedy for it. Here we removed the van der During folding, transient points are sampled every 1
ns. We find that folding proceeds only up to Q 0.55,Waals (vdW) interaction energy, which is the source of
the collision, from the calculation of the Z-score and indicating a different topology from the target one. For





 stands for the total energy minus the vdW E both from folding and unfolding simulations, which
gives the continuous red curve in Figure 2A. The energyenergy, and the subscript T means the target structure.
The second term is added to take into account the vdW at the target structure is indicated by the red bar in the
right end (Q  1). We see that the energy at the targetpacking at the target structure, where the constant c is
chosen as 0.015/47. is much lower than any other state, meaning that the
Z-score is indeed low. On the other hand, folding trajec-For the current sequence design, we used 18 types
of amino acids, excepting Cys or Pro. Because we seek tories do not reach target-like topology, indicating that
this is not a good folding sequence. This energy-Q-scoreto understand generic principles of protein design, we
exclude these amino acids that have exceptional prop- curve, together with the target energy, looks like the
folding funnel drawn in Figure 2B, where the lowesterties.
valley is so narrow that folding is not likely.
Computational Design with a Simple Z-Score
Starting from random sequences, we performed the sim- Computational Design with Double Z-Scores
ulated annealing runs where the dynamic variables are For better folding, we sought a smoother folding funnel




D 	 cET,vdW. We repeated this se- compares the target (Q  1) energy with the average
quence design three times and obtained three different energy of the denatured ensemble, which is defined by
sequences. All the obtained sequences have low se- Q 0.55. This means that we do not consider conforma-
quence identities to the wild-type sequence, 13%, 15%, tions in the range 0.55  Q  1. For a smoother funnel,
and 19%, and thus we obtained completely nonnatural we need to lower the energy in this range. To this end,
sequences. On the other hand, the sequence identities we introduce a variant of Z-score,
among the designed sequences are quite high, 38%,







method works well. We put the sequences into a sec-
ondary structure prediction server, the PHD [28], ob- where the ensemble I is defined by 0.65  Q  0.95.
The intermediate ensemble is constructed in the sametaining the result that all sequences are primarily  heli-
cal although none of the predictions indicates three way as the denatured state and, in total, 479 structures
are included. With the use of the modified Z-score, wehelices. We then performed folding and unfolding simu-
lations with the use of the three designed sequences. performed sequence design in the same way as above,
three times. The predicted secondary structure by theFor each sequence, we repeated three simulations of
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structure. Also, fold recognition tests with standardTable 1. Mutual Sequence Identity (in Percentages) among Four
Designed and Synthesized Sequences as Well as the Wild- threading servers give the three-helix template as a pos-
Type Sequence sible candidate.
So far, we employed the variant of Z-score for theDHB01 DHB06 DHB19 DHB(E) WILD
design principle. Because many of the previous designs
DHB01 100 51 51 10 12
were performed via minimizing the energy of the targetDHB06 100 63 17 12
structure, we now take this strategy for comparison. WeDHB19 100 19 12
performed sequence design with the objective functionDHB(E) 100 12
WILD 100 being the total energy. We constrained average hydro-
phobicity being about the same as that of the wild-typeDHB01, DHB06, and DHB19 are three of the 20 designed sequences
and restricted types of amino acids at the surface andwith the (variant of) Z-score, while DHB(E) is obtained by minimizing
the energy at the target structure. in the core exactly as above. A total of ten sequences
were obtained and we chose one sequence that had
the lowest energy with the AMBER 86 [30] force field of
the all atom model. This sequence is listed in Figure 4
PHD server is highly  helical and the predicted helical
as DHB(E).
segments are well correlated with the target structure.
We performed folding and unfolding simulations for
each designed sequence three times. Snapshots of a Postdesign Screening
folding trajectory for one of the designed sequences are Because a side chain is represented as a sphere in the
depicted in Figure 3 and also inserted in Figure 2A. We reduced protein model we use, sequence design takes
see clearly that the designed sequence folds to target- into account minimal information on side chain packing.
like topology within 840 ns. In Figure 2A, blue dots are To complement this limitation, for all 20 designed se-
the sampled points by folding simulation for the same quences DHBxx, the energy-based designed sequence
designed sequence. Here, we see that the folding trajec- DHB(E), and the wild-type sequence, we performed
tory reaches the target-like topology Q  0.6 quite postdesign screening with full atomic representation of
smoothly. The averaged energy (blue curve) sampled side chains, which are constructed by the program
both from folding and unfolding simulations shows a SCWRL [31].
smoother funnel than the previously obtained red curve, First, we anticipated that smaller cavity volume may
although the target energy shown by the blue bar is indicate better side chain packing. Using the program
higher than that of the previous one (red bar). We can WHATIF [32], we computed cavity volume with several
control a particular part of the folding funnel by modi- probe radii a; a 0.75 A˚, 1.0 A˚, and 1.4 A˚. Table 2 shows
fying the design principle to some extent. the cavity volumes V of five representative sequences,
as well as their relative scores to the average natural
proteins (20 proteins with a chain length from 45 to 89Design for Experimental Synthesis
For experimental synthesis, we need one more consider- were chosen; see Experimental Procedures). The latter
is obtained as ZV  (Vdesigned  Vnatural)/Vnatural,ation on top of the foldability, namely, to be soluble in
aqueous solution. We note that the solubility is out of where  natural and  stand for the average and the
standard deviation in natural proteins, respectively.the scope of the energy landscape theory. Therefore,
we restricted types of amino acids at the surface residue Second, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulation starting from the target structure to investigateas well as the core residue. Surface residues (14/47) are
chosen from A, R, N, D, Q, E, H, K, S, or T, while buried local stability of the target structure. Here we used the
program PRESTO [33] and the AMBER 86 [30] force fieldresidues (13/47) are either A, L, I, M, F, W, V, or Y. The
other 20/47 residues are at the boundary, and 18 types with the distance-dependent dielectric constant   2r,
and simulate for 100 ps at 300K. To compare theseof amino acids (except P and C) can be used. Except
for this choice of amino acids, we performed the same results with those of natural proteins, we performed the
same calculations for the natural protein set the samesequence design simulation as above 20 times with the
use of ZI 	 ZT as the objective function and obtained 20 as above. Here, we measured two different root-mean-
square deviations (rmsd’s). For the first 50 ps, we lookeddifferent sequences for synthesis (we call them DHBxx,
where xx  0120; designed helix bundle). All 20 se- at the rmsd from the target structure (Figure 5, top five
panels), while, from 50 ps to 100 ps, we measured thequences have low sequence identity to the wild-type,
whereas sequence identities among 20 designed se- rmsd from the structure at 50 ps (Figure 5, bottom five
panels). This is because the designed sequence mayquences are quite high, on average 54% (see Table 1).
Figure 4 lists three of the designed sequences, DHB01, need to relax its structure slightly from the target struc-
ture and we primarily focused on the latter rmsd forDHB06, and DHB19, as well as the wild-type sequence.
These sequences are apparently very different from the measure of fluctuation around a perturbed target
structure. (In Figure 5, we depict results for DHB01,natural sequences; For example, the DHB06 has nine
lysines and no Leu or Val at all, and no significant se- DHB06, DHB19, DHB[E], and the wild-type.) As objective
scores, we use the average value (R ) and the standardquence similarity is detected in the standard homology
search (PSI-BLAST) [29] against “nonredundant” sets. deviation (R) of rmsd in the second half, that is, the
rmsd from the structure at 50 ps. As in the case of cavity,Results of the PHD secondary structure prediction (Fig-
ure 4) indicate that they are highly helical and predicted the relative scores, that is, ZR and ZR, are obtained by
comparing with those for natural proteins (Table 2).helical segments are well correlated with the target
Structure
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Figure 4. Amino Acid Sequences and Their
Secondary Structure Prediction Results
DHB01, DHB06, and DHB19 are three of the
20 sequences designed with the (variant of)
Z-score, whereas DHB(E) is obtained by min-
imizing the energy at the target structure. For
each sequence, the first line is an amino acid
sequence, the second line represents the
most probable secondary structure of each
residue predicted by the PHD server [28], and
the third line is the reliability of the prediction.
As an overall estimate we use Zall  ZV 	 ZR. Among signed in the  helix by the DSSP [26] is 68%. The
agreement of the helical content strongly supports thatall the designed sequences, DHB06 marks good scores
in both cavity volume and fluctuation in MD, leading to DHB06 takes the three-helix bundle topology. The spec-
tra of DHB06 at various temperatures (Figure 6B) showthe top score in the Zall, which is an even better score
than that of the wild-type. The sequence DHB19 has the a clear isodichroic point at 203.8 nm, suggesting that
this reversible process of the thermal unfolding is a two-second smallest cavity volume (the smallest is DHB06),
albeit large fluctuation in MD. The DHB01 is an opposite state transition between the native and denatured
states. On the other hand, no clear isodichroic pointexample, which shows small fluctuation in the MD (top
ranking in ZR) and large cavity (ranking ninth). We de- was observed for DHB19 or DHB(E) (data not shown).
By curve fitting the thermal transition curve of DHB06cided to pick up these three sequences as well as
DHB(E) as representative sequences used for laboratory using the van’t Hoff equation between the two states
(the inset in Figure 6B), the midpoint temperature andexperiments.
the enthalpy change were obtained as 75.3C, which is
similar to the denaturation temperature of the wild-typeExperimental Verification of Secondary Structures
Four designed sequences [DHB01, DHB06, DHB19, and protein (around 80C) [24], and 41 kcal/mol, respectively.
All of these analyses indicate that DHB06 takes the na-DHB(E)] and the wild-type protein were synthesized in
the laboratory. For investigating secondary structures tive-like and stable secondary structure.
of designed proteins, we measured CD spectra in the
far-UV range at various temperatures from8C to 95C Experimental Verification of Tertiary Structures
One-dimensional 1H-NMR experiments were performedfor all the synthesized proteins. The CD spectra of
DHB06 and DHB(E) in Figure 6A show typical character- to evaluate their tertiary structures. In the spectrum of
DHB06 shown in Figure 7A, many peaks, includingistics for the  helix while the spectra of DHB19 and
DHB01(data not shown) suggest little secondary struc- methyl group signals and aromatic signals shifted higher
field (0.2–0.5 ppm and 6.6 ppm, respectively) [36], andture [34]. Helical contents estimated from [] at 222 nm
at 20C for DHB06, DHB19, and DHB(E) are 61%, 14%, amide signals shifted lower field (8.5 ppm), are scat-
tered in the whole spectra. On the contrary, NMR spec-and 56%, respectively, assuming that []222 equals
32,000 for 100% helix [35]. The ratio of residues as- trum of DHB19 (data not shown) showed typical charac-
Table 2. Summary of Four Designed and Synthesized Sequences as Well as the Wild-Type Sequence
Cavity MD Experimental
V(A˚3) V(A˚3) V(A˚3) Rmsd Fluctuation
a  0.75 A˚ a  1.0 A˚ a  1.4 A˚ ZV (A˚) ZR (A˚) ZR 2nd 3rd
DHB01 86 61 222 0.39 (9) 0.37 0.89 (1) 0.05 0.75 (2) Random —
DHB06 75 38 176 0.21 (1) 0.46 0.48 (3) 0.05 0.88 (1) Helical Native
DHB19 74 53 162 0.19 (2) 0.92 1.56 (10) 0.18 1.55 (12) Random —
DHB(E) 103 42 274 0.74 0.97 1.78 0.15 1.11 Helical ?
WILD 91 68 194 0.30 0.35 0.98 0.05 0.84 Helical Native
DHB01, DHB06, and DHB19 are three of the 20 sequences designed with the (variant of) Z-score, while DHB(E) is obtained by minimizing the
energy at the target structure. The second to fourth columns are cavity volumes with three different probe radii. The fifth is the Z-score of
the cavity volume. The sixth and seventh are average rmsd in the MD simulations and their relative Z-scores, respectively. The eighth and
ninth columns are the standard deviations of rmsd in the MD simulations and their relative Z-scores, respectively. The last two columns are
a summary of experimental results regarding secondary and tertiary structures. Numbers in parentheses are ranked among 20 designed
sequences.
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Figure 5. The Root-Mean-Square Deviations of the Molecular Dynamics Trajectories
The MD simulations were performed for 100 ps at 300K starting from the target structure. The top five panels are the rmsd’s measured from
the target structure during the first 50 ps. The bottom five panels represent the rmsd’s during 50–100 ps, where the rmsd’s are measured
from the structures at 50 ps. The five panels in each row correspond to the results for DHB01 (left), DHB06, DHB19, DHB(E), and the wild-
type (right).
teristics of an unstructured protein with sharp signals We also measured near-UV CD spectra (data not
shown) for investigating tertiary structures. The DHB06confined in the random-coiled chemical shift positions.
DHB(E) showed broadened peaks (data not shown), showed a marked near-UV CD spectrum from 260 nm
to 320 nm, indicating well-fixed side chain atoms. Thewhich might come from fluctuating multiple protons or
higher molecular weight due to aggregation. To assess thermal transition of the ellipticity at 280 nm exhibited
a sigmoidal curve as a function of temperature, whichthe latter possibilities, pulsed field gradient NMR self-
diffusion measurements were performed [37, 38] to esti- is very similar to that at 222 nm, indicating that both
secondary and tertiary structures denature coopera-mate the translational diffusion constant of the mole-
cule. The diffusion constants thus obtained relative to tively. Other peptides did not show significant ellipticity
in the near-UV region.a standard protein of Mw  8,600 Da were 1.2 and 0.5
for DHB06 and DHB(E), respectively. It is thus likely that We found one sequence, DHB06, which has a well-
defined tertiary structure as well as a marked -helicalDHB06 takes a monomeric form whereas DHB(E) tends
to aggregate to multimers. We also found that the line content. Interestingly, DHB06 has the smallest cavity at
the target structure among the 20 designed sequenceswidth of DHB(E) decreases dramatically with decreasing
concentration (0.01 mM, close to the CD concentra- and exhibited small fluctuations in the MD simulation.
DHB19 too has a very small cavity volume, but showedtion), indicating that this aggregation process is strongly
concentration dependent and amplified at NMR concen- large fluctuations in MD. DHB01 is the opposite case,
where the MD trajectory showed small fluctuations,tration (0.1 mM). It is to be noted that 1H-NMR measured
at this concentration did not show any dispersion in while having a large cavity volume. Neither DHB19 nor
DHB01 seems to possess a fixed tertiary structure. As-chemical shifts, indicating lack of a tertiary structure in
DHB(E). The tendency of DHB(E) toward aggregation sessing the side chain packing both from static (cavity
volume) and dynamics (MD) points of view seems tomight come from the structure of DHB(E), which has
significant secondary structure with little tertiary struc- be useful for filtering the sequences designed by the
coarse-grained model.ture, reminding us of the molten globule state [39].
To further investigate the structure of DHB06, a two- For sequence design, we used a protein model with
coarse-grained side chains and obtained a sequencedimensional 15N-1H heteronuclear single-quantum co-
herence (HSQC) [40] experiment was performed for with a well-defined tertiary structure. This is in contrast
to previously de novo-designed sequences by fully auto-DHB06 to detect correlation between 1H and 15N at natu-
ral abundance (Figure 7B). There are around 50 well- mated approaches [9–12]. For the latter, optimizing side
chain packing is the primary principle of sequence de-resolved and dispersed peaks in the spectrum, indicat-
ing that all the main chains and side chains observed sign in addition to the heuristic hydrophobicity-inside
rule. The success of the current design strongly sug-are located in different and specific environments, which
is a hallmark of the native-like structure. gests that complete side chain packing is not required
Structure
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Figure 7. NMR Spectra of Designed Proteins
(A) One-dimensional 1H-NMR spectrum of 0.1 mM DHB06 at 25C
at pH 7.0 in 90% 1H2O/10% 2H2O with 25 mM phosphate buffer with
water suppression (WATERGATE) [46].
(B) 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of 5 mM nonlabeled DHB06 in 90% 1H2O/
10% 2H2O at 25C (pH 7.0). The spectrum was acquired at carrier
frequency on the solvent water in the center, 1  3,125 Hz and
2  10,000 Hz, with data points of 256 and 2,048, respectively,
Figure 6. CD Spectra of Designed Proteins with 1,024 scans for each of the increments.
(A) Far-UV CD spectra of DHB06 (red line), DHB19 (green), and
DHB(E) (blue) in 25 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) at
20C. chain packing in the design study and simplicity in the
(B) Far-UV CD spectra of DHB06 at various temperatures from 0C folding problem. The present approach may fill the gap
(blue) to 90C shown at 10C intervals. Inset: temperature depen-
in two respects: (1) the folding theory, the energy land-dence of [] at 222 nm for DHB06 (shown in red) overlaid by the
scape theory, is utilized for designing real peptides, andresult of curve fitting (black curve).
(2) both folding and design are performed with the same
model inspired by the simplicity of the folding problem.
for sequences to possess a tertiary structure in solution,
although reasonable packing is still important. Side Biological Implications
chain packing is one of the important factors, but not
necessarily “the most” important factor, that makes pro- We have successfully designed a sequence de novo
that folds into a definite native-like tertiary structure. Inteins foldable. The results seem to support the idea that
there can be more than one way of designing a tertiary this design, we explicitly employed the principles of
“negative design” and “smooth folding funnel” for thefold [2].
Recently, simplicity in the protein folding problem has first time. This is in stark contrast to other studies on
sequence design, which optimize interactions within thebeen intensively discussed [41–43]. Folding rate con-
stants are highly correlated with one simple measure of native structure. Thermodynamic requirements for a sta-
ble tertiary structure is obviously to have the native freethe topological complexity of the native structure, the
contact order [41]. Folding mechanisms of some pro- energy lower than that of the denatured states. Thus, it
is crucial to destabilize the denatured state as well asteins are largely governed by their native topology, not
being affected too much by detailed side chain interac- to stabilize the native structure. In addition, making the
difference between the native and denatured states maytions. Although the folding problem and de novo design
are two sides of one problem of understanding the prin- not be sufficient for correct folding, because it can result
in a rugged shape of the folding funnel, where the proteinciple of protein architecture, currently there seems to
be quite a large gap between the optimization of side is trapped in somewhere in the middle of folding. The
De Novo Design of Foldable Proteins
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1nmg, 1pdc, 1r69, 1shg, 1srl, 1ten, 1tit, 1ubq, 2abd, 2cro, 2gb1,systematic approach presented in this paper provides
2ptl, 2sn3, 2u1a, and 4pti.a straightforward way of realizing negative design and
the smooth folding funnel in an automated fashion that
Peptide Production
can be applied for larger systems. A peptide synthesizer, Pioneer (Applied Biosystems) was used at 1
Also, we showed that the natural tertiary structure, mM scale. The synthesized proteins were cleaved from the resins
three-helix bundle in this study, can be formed by utiliz- in TFA solution containing 7.5% phenol, 2.5% ethanedithiol, and
5.0% thioanisole. They were then purified by reverse phase chroma-ing amino acid composition that is far from that of the
tography with a Develosil ODS column (Nomura Chemical).wild-type or of other natural proteins. This fact suggests
that sequence space compatible to a native structure
CD and NMR Measurements and Analysisis large, and thus the current protein sequences are
CD spectra were recorded in the far-ultraviolet region (250–190 nm)
further selected due to other evolutionary pressures on a JASCO J-720 spectropolarimeter in a 1 mm path length cell
such as function, or emerged just as a consequence of with a scan speed of 50 nm/min. Measurements were performed
on the protein samples in 25 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) in achance.
temperature range from 0C to 90C, with a step of 5C and a time
interval of 10 min. The mean residue ellipticity [] at 222 nm plottedExperimental Procedures
as a function of temperature was fitted as a two-state denaturation,
using the van’t Hoff equation, ln K  H / (RT) 	 C, where K isTarget Structure
the equilibrium constant between the native and denatured stateIn the cavity estimates and MD simulations with a full atom model,
and H is the enthalpy change of denaturation. CD spectra in thewe used the original structure in the Protein Data Bank as the target.
near-UV region were measured between 350 and 250 nm in a 1 cmFor the computational design with the reduced model, we performed
cell with a scan rate of 50 nm/min. Concentration of the proteinsa short annealing simulation with the reduced model starting from
was derived from the absorption coefficient at 280 nm [44]. NMRthe PDB structure and used the final structure as the target, which
experiments were carried out on a Bruker DMX750 spectrometer,is slightly more compact than the PDB one due to the simplified
at 25C.side chain.
As a measure of the similarity to the target structure, we used the
AcknowledgmentsQ-score defined previously [17],
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